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Abstract: This study proposes new Home Agent architecture and algorithms for real-time mobility
management in mobile IP networks. The proposed architecture and algorithms offer a better performance based on the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR) and require less time for the location update and the
tunneling compared with the Mobile IP model. These results are very useful and interesting for a realtime context where the factor time is very important.
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INTRODUCTION

a user experiences degradation of signal strength. This
leads to a choice of new channels having better signal
strength at the same Base Transceiver Station (BTS).
The second type occurs when a user moves from one
cell to another cell. In this case, the user’s connection
information is transferred from the old BTS to the new
one. In both intra-cell and inter-cell handover, the following procedure is performed. First, the user initiates a
handover procedure. Then the network or the mobile
(depending on the unit that controls the handover operation) provides necessary information and performs
routing operations for the handover. Finally, all subsequent calls to the user are transferred from the old connection to the new one.
Location management is the process a network uses to find t he current attachment point
of a mobile user for call delivery. The first step
of the procedure is the location registration. In this
phase, the mobile user periodically notifies the network
of its new access point. The notifications allow
the network to authenticate the user and update
its location profile. The second step is the call delivery.
When a call belonging to a user reached the network, a
search for the user’s profile is made usually in a local
database. Then the call is forwarded to the user based
on the information contained in its profile.
Mobility support in the IP protocol has been developed by the IETF leading to the Mobile IP protocol[3,10].
Currently two versions of Mobile IP are available,
versions 4 (IPv4) and 6 (IPv6). In this study we focus
on IPv4 since it is actually the most implemented one.
A Mobile Node (MN) is a node able to move from
one subnet to another without any need of changing its
IP address. The MN accesses the Internet via a Home

The development of cellular networks brought
many changes in the telephony area. Voice and mainly
data transmission have increased a lot. The traditional
telephony made place to new types of services that
integrate both voice and data. It leads to the design and
implementation of new hybrid networks able to fulfill
this need. The mean-term goal is to have cellular networks entirely based on the IP protocol. But several
problems must be solved before achieving this goal.
Among these problems is the mobility management in
IP networks because originally these networks were
designed fix. In addition, the real-time aspect that is not
supported in the actual IP protocol must also be addressed.
The IETF developed a mobile version of IP protocol able to manage users’ mobility in IP networks[1-3].
Three main algorithms are proposed for mobility management: users’ registration to a local router, foreign
routers’ discovery and location update when users are
away from their home network and finally tunneling and
data routing to mobile users. The Mobile IP protocol is
implemented in several local area networks and works
well. But real-time features are not supported in the
protocol. There are two major components in mobility
management: handover management and location management[4-9].
Handover management is the way a network uses to
maintain connection to a mobile user as it moves and
changes its access point to the network. In general, there
are two types of handover: intra-cell handover and intercell handover[4]. The first type occurs when within a cell
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Agent (HA) or a Foreign Agent (FA). The Correspondent Node (CN) is a node establishing a connection
with the MN. The HA is a local router on the MN’s
home network and the FA is a router on the visited
network. The following operations are introduced by
the Mobile IP protocol[2,3].

*
*

Discovery: How an MN finds an agent (HA or FA).
Registration: How an MN registers with its HA.
Routing and Tunneling: How an MN receives datagrams when visiting a foreign network[11].

*

Proposed algorithms: Based on the architecture described above, a set of new algorithms has been defined
for mobility management. These algorithms are derived
from Mobile IPv4 algorithms[3]. They introduce the
notion of priority management in a real-time context.
The new discovery algorithm adds the ranging concept
in addition to the lifetime used in Mobile IPv4. Also it
allows the MN to initiate Foreign Agents search at
startup in stead of waiting advertisements. In addition,
this algorithm allows the MN to keep a list of the most
recent Foreign Agents that it tries to contact first before
initiating any broadcast search.

Location management operations include agent
discovery, movement detection, forming care-ofaddress and location update. Handover operations include routing and tunneling. Figure 1 illustrates Mobile
IP network architecture.
CN

HA

MN

Tasks scheduling and assignment algorithm: The
task scheduling and assignment algorithm is described
in Fig. 3. The scheduling part of this algorithm is based
on the EDF algorithm[12] while the assignment part is a
totally new concept since it based on a multiprocessor
architecture. The tasks are sorted based on the deadline
and assigned to the processors. If a task is critical (short
deadline), it is assigned to a faster processor. If not it is
assigned to a normal processor. A task is assigned to a
processor only if its current utilization rate is less
than 1. This ensures that a processor is not used at its
full capacity while others are unused.

IP Network

MN

FA

Fig. 1: Mobile IP network architecture
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-Given i counter of tasks and j counter of processors.
-Given n tasks TSK1, …,TSKi, …, TSKn with the priorities
p1, … pi, … pn.
-Given S a set of faster processors and ps threshold of a critical task.
-Given u(i) the utilization rate of the task TSKi and U(j) a
vector of u(i) on Pj.
BEGIN
-i= 1, U(j)= 0, S =1.
-Sort the n tasks based on u(i) on P0.
WHILE i ≤ n DO
j = min{k|U(k) + u(i) 1}
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Fig. 2: Proposed architecture of Mobile IP network

IF ( (pi > ps ) && ( ∃ PR

Proposed architecture: Figure 2 shows the proposed
Mobile IP network architecture. The architecture introduces the following main features:
*
*
*

Multiprocessor agent (HA or FA). In this study the
emphasis is put on the HA. Also the Home Agent is
redundant to allow failure recovery.
A main processor dispatching the different tasks
arriving on an agent.
A set of faster processors is defined to process
high-priority tasks.
Architecture allowing different speeds for the processors.

THEN TSKi → PR
ELSE TSKi → Pj
i ←i + 1
END WHILE
END BEGIN

Real-time algorithms support.
Connection of MNs and CNs to an FA or HA with
different arrival rates in the network.
All procedures associated with an MN (registration,
discovery, tunneling and routing) represent different tasks with a specific priority.

∈S

|

U(PR) < 1)) )

Fig. 2: Task scheduling and assignment algorithm
Registration algorithm: The registration procedure is
a task running on the HA with the highest priority. It
can preempt any other mobility management task for a
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given user. For example, during a tunneling procedure,
if a registration request is received for the same user,
the tunneling process will be delayed until the registration is done. The different stages of the algorithm are
described as follow:
*
*

*
*

Performance analysis: The performance analysis is
based on the CMR (Call-to-Mobility Ratio). The CMR
is the average number of messages send to a user divided by the average number of networks or subnets
visited by the user in a given time stamp. The goal of
the CMR analysis is to determine the ratio by which the
proposed model reduces the location update and the
tunneling times.

MN sends a registration request to the HA.
HA verifies IF a task other than the registration is
in process for the same user.
IF yes THEN the task is preempted by the registration task.
HA sends a response to the MN.
IF request accepted THEN registration procedure
done ELSE MN retries UNTIL request accepted.

CMR =

Discovery algorithm: The discovery algorithm introduces also the notion of priority in a real-time environment and it is based on the lifetime expiration and the
ranging. The discovery procedure has the second highest priority. The different steps are described as follow.
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

λ
µ

(1)

Where, λ is the average number of messages send
to a user and µ the average number of subnets or networks visited by the user between two consecutives
messages.
We define the following parameters to compare the
CMR in the Mobile IP and the proposed models:
U
cost for location update procedure execution in
the Mobile IP model;
L
cost for tunneling procedure execution in Mobile
IP model;
u
cost for location update procedure execution in
the proposed model;
l
cost for tunneling procedure execution in the
proposed model;
T
cost to cross a boundary between two subnets;
UMIP total cost for the location update procedure in
Mobile IP model;
LMIP total cost for tunneling procedure execution in
Mobile IP model;
CMIP total cost for location update and tunneling procedures execution in Mobile IP model;
UPROP total cost for location update procedure in the
proposed model;
LPROP total cost for tunneling procedure execution in
the proposed model;
CPROP total cost for location update and tunneling procedures execution in the proposed model.

IF first time startup THEN MN sends a broadcast
advertisement.
FAs verify if no higher priority task is being executed for the same MN.
IF yes THEN delay discovery process UNTIL
high-priority task execution is done.
FAs send responses back to MN.
MN chooses FA with most strong signal strength
and records the lifetime, the care-of-address and the
FA’s IP address.
IF lifetime expires or the MN starts going out of
range (wick signal strength) THEN send registration request to Foreign Agents in the MN’s local
database.
IF no FA responds back THEN broadcast a discovery advertisement message.
REPEAT steps 2 through 4 UNTIL registration
succeed.
IF registration succeeds THEN MN sends new
location information to HA for location update.

Routing and tunneling algorithm: The new routing
and tunneling algorithm also introduces the notion of
priority in a real-time environment. This procedure has
the lowest priority. Thus, during a tunneling procedure,
if a registration procedure is received for the same user,
the location procedure will be suspended until the registration is done. The steps of the algorithm are the following:
*
*

IF MN in local network THEN delivered packets
using normal IP packets delivery procedure ELSE
forward packets to MN via its current FA.

The total costs are obtained as follows:

U MIP =

U
CMR

C MIP = U MIP + LMIP + T =

HA receives data for an MN.
HA verifies if a registration request is made for the
same user.
IF yes THEN HA suspends tunneling process until
registration is done.

U PROP =

3

u
CMR

(2)

U
+ L +T
CMR

(3)
(4)
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(5)

0.9
Cmip/Cprop

C PROP = U PROP + LPROP + T = u + l + T

Our goal is to reduce the location update and the
tunneling times by respectively at least 50% and 25%.
Then u = U/2 and l = L/4. We make the following assumptions to simplify the analysis L = U, T = U/4 = u/2
and U = 1, that leads to:

U MIP U 1
= =
U PROP u u

(6)

LMIP
L 2
= =
LPROP l u

(7)

C MIP U (4 + 5CMR ) 4 + 5CMR
=
=
C PROP
4u + 2CMR
4u + 2CMR

(8)

1
CMR

Location update total
cost

Location update
total cost

1.5

2

Fig. 4: Comparison of ratio CMIP/CPROP
architecture is faster compared with the mobile IP
model. When the CMR increases, the mobile users stay
longer in the same network and in this case, the location
update time decreases and is near 0 for the two models.
For the total costs (location update plus tunneling)
shown in Fig. 6, the reduction is between 67% and 80%
for u = 0.2 and between 50% and 60% for u = 0.5.
We can conclude that the proposed model offers a
better performance based on the CMR. Indeed, it takes
less time for the location update and the tunneling in the
proposed model compared with the Mobile IP model.
These results are very useful and interesting for a realtime context where the factor time is very important. To
validate the analysis, we had conducted different simulations.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

2

Figure 7 shows the setup for the different simulations. The network used is an Ethernet based LAN
10/100 Mbps with an 8-Port Ethernet Hub.
We simulated the implementation of the current
mobile IP algorithms as well as the proposed architecture and algorithms in a real-time environment using
VxWorks as real-time Operating System running on a
MPPC (MotorolaTM Power PC). Our simulations focus
on the location update average time, the tunneling average time, the number of tasks missing their deadline
depending on the number and the speed of the processors on the HA.

Figure 5 illustrates the location update cost for
different values of the CMR and u = 0.5.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of location update total cost (u=0.2)
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Figure 4 shows the location update cost for different
values of the CMR and u = 0.2.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of location update total cost (u=0.5)
Figure 6 shows the location update cost and the
ratio CMIP/CPROP for different values of the CMR for u =
0.2 and 0.5.
In Fig. 4 and 5 we noticed that the proposed model
reduces by 80% the location update time for u = 0.2 and
by 50% for u = 0.5 for small values of the CMR. The
reason is that in this case the mobile users make an
important number of location update requests and the
processing on the multiprocessor HA in the proposed
Fig. 5: Simulation setup
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Location update time
(ms)

Location update average time: In the Mobile IP
model, the location update time is constant and does not
depend on the user’s arrival rate in the network. The
location update average rate value is around 1 sec. In
the proposed model, the location update time increase
with the user’s arrival rate. The maximum value is
around 0.8 s. For small value of the arrival rate, few
users arrived in the network and are dispatched on the
processors, which in this case have a low utilization
rate. The processing is then faster per user leading to a
low location update time. But when the arrival rate
increase, many users arrived in the network and the
processing takes longer but the average time is still
lower compared with the Mobile IP model. Overall the
location update time is reduces by 20 % to 80% in the
proposed model, which is above the targeted objective
of 50%.
Figure 8 shows the location update average time for
different arrival time in the networks.

be process in parallel on a different processor while
processing the message i on an other one. As a result the
total time spent in the system is reduced. Overall the
tunneling time is reduces by 10 to 30% in the proposed
model, which is above the targeted objective of 25%.

Missed deadlines

Task scheduling and assignment: Figure 10 shows the
number of tasks missing their deadline for different
number of processors with different speeds following
Gaussian and exponential distributions.

Rat e= mean
Rat e = expo.
V = gaussian
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Fig. 10: Processors with different speeds distribution
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The number of tasks missing their deadline in the
Gaussian distribution is lower compare to the exponential distribution. The reason is that in the first case the
speeds of the processors are close to the mean speed. It
is the contrary in the exponential case where the distribution is larger with more low speeds. This leads to a
higher ratio Execution Time/Processor Speed and number of missed deadlines. So, for configurations with
different speeds, the speeds of the processors must
follow a Gaussian distribution in order to have an optimal scheduling and assignment for the tasks.
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Fig. 6: Location update average time
Tunneling average time: Figure 9 illustrates the tunneling average time for different data sizes.
Tunneling average time
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CONCLUSION
In this study we presented a Mobile IP architecture
and mobility management algorithms in a real-time
context. The implementation of the proposed architecture and algorithms gave better results for the location
update and tunneling average times as well as the CMR
compare to the existing architecture and algorithms[1314]
. The location update time is reduced by 20 to 80%
while the tunneling time is reduced by 10 to 30%. These
results meet time constraint in real-time systems. The
multiprocessor architecture is the core of the proposed
model. It gives a faster parallel processing for the mobile users.
The scheduling and assignment algorithm is optimal for different number of processors with different
speeds. This achievement is something new compare to
actual real-time multiprocessor scheduling and assignment algorithms. In the current algorithms, the processors must have the same speed to guarantee an optimal
scheduling and assignment.
Many investigations are on going in real-time mobility management for Mobile IP networks. The areas
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Fig. 7: Tunneling average time
The tunneling time is smaller in the proposed
model compare to the Mobile IP model. The data processing is faster because of the multiprocessor architecture. The messages sent to the mobile users spend less
time in the message queue on the HA. In the mobile IP
model the message i + 1 will wait longer than the message i on the message queue, increasing the processing
time. But in the proposed model the message i + 1 can
5
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cover the implementation of real-time algorithms in real
networks as well as proposition of new algorithms and
architectures. Also, since the current protocols are designed for micro-mobility, the WAN and global roaming areas are some new domains of interest.

8.
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